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To Solari Readers

April 26th
1st Qtr Wrap Up: The
Space Based Economy

“In space, the United States is going to do Colonel
Glen proud. We are finally going to lead again. You
see what’s happening? You see the rockets going up
left and right. You haven’t seen that for a long time.
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April 19th
1st Qtr Wrap Up: Equity
Overview

Prayers for Martin Luther
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Very soon we’re going to Mars. You wouldn’t have
been going to Mars if my opponent won. You
wouldn’t even been thinking about it. A new national
strategy for space recognizes that space is a war

King & America

fighting domain just like the land, air and sea. We
may even have a Space Force – develop another
one. Space Force. We have the Air Force, we will
have the Space Force.” ~ President Donald Trump,

Immersive Museums

March 2018

Abacus – Small Enough
To Jail

This coming week we will continue our publication of

Food For The Soul:

the 1st Quarter 2018 Wrap Up. The Wrap Up audios
– both the full interview and chapters – will be
published on Thursday at 6pm ET.

Let’s Go to the Movies:

Last week Dr. Joseph P. Farrell joined me to discuss
News Trends & Stories, Part I. We covered the top
ten stories in Economy & Financial Markets and
Geopolitics. Please make sure you listen to Story #1

Hero of the Week: March

– Marketing the Rape of Russia to North America. It
describes recent developments that pose significant
risks to us all and underscores the importance of
enforcing the US Constitution and the federal

Catherine’s Acceptance

financial laws.
Here is some of the early feedback:
HOLY COW! And I’m not even into
Chapter 2 yet!
It sure seems to me, that this is the best
Wrap Up I’ve ever heard. Certainly, there
is a HELLUVA lot going on right now.
Lots of stuff in play….what a fantastic job
unpacking it, providing current and
legacy context about the game space,
and as always, a delightful measure of
levity to some very serious subject
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Food For The Soul:

March 29, 2018

29, 2018

Speech: International
Award for Journalism
Club De Periodistas de
Mexico

Book Review: The
Papacy by Abbé Guettée

Book Review: Under an
Ionized Sky by Elana
Freeland
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matter.
This week in Part II, we address the next top ten
stories in Culture, Science & Technology, Space and
Food & Health.
11. The Obama Portraits & In-Your-Face Culture
Shock
12. The Whipping Machine: Rising Frustration with
Zionism, Malicious Prosecution & Predatory
Practices
13. Atmosphere Ionization: Weather Warfare,
Disaster Capitalism, 5G & the Poisoning of the
Planet
14. Innovation: The US Drops Out of the 10 Most
Innovative Countries
15. There Goes the Neighborhood: Microsoft Buys
Linux
16. The Hack of Independent Media: If You Can’t
Beat Them, Cheat Them!
17. Putin & Trump Promise Magic & Mysterious
Weapons – is the Rod of God the Real Deal?
18. Trump: We Should Have a Space Corp
19. Corporations Grab the Equity from
Re-engineering Health Care
20. The War on Children Catches Up to the
Pentagon
Dr Farrell and I also cover the top stories in Go
Local, our top questions in UnAnswered Questions
and touch on what works for us in Inspiration.
As you listen, check out our 1st Quarter 2018 Wrap
Up web presentation for News Trends & Stories
including our complete trends list, our choices for top
news videos of the year, our updated report card for
the Trump administration, and our descriptive links
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for each of the 10 top stories for Part I (Complete)
and Part II (Complete on Thursday). The web
presentation URL and password will be posted in
subscriber links.
In our third week I will cover equity markets and
publish the Blockbuster Chartology from Rambus for
1st Quarter 2018. This discussion will include a
discussion of what extreme “pirate-ization” – even
the “Rape of Russia” – in the United States starting
after the election could mean to your personal
finances and risk management.
In the final week we will address our 1st Quarter
2018 Wrap Up theme: Who’s Who & What’s Up in
The Space-Based Economy. Investment in space is
a long lived trend. We will review the different
activities, industry sectors and provide updates on
our lists of public and private enterprises.

See the blog post here.

Net Neutrality: Why Congressman Marsha Blackburn
Will Lose the Tennessee Senate Race
Blackburn betrayed you. She took $497,499 from Telecoms, then she
voted to let them sell your web history without your permission. Ask her
why, call 615.591.5161 ~ Billboards in Blackburn’s District
Our collective disdain of regional monopolies like Comcast and AT&T is
one of the very few things that tends to bridge the nation’s deep, partisan
divides. Blackburn may just be about to figure that out the hard way. ~
Karl Bode
By Catherine Austin Fitts
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Introduction
Someone sent me an article by Karl Bode published recently by Motherboard
explaining the reasons why my Congressman Marsha Blackburn is likely to lose her
bid to replace retiring Senator Bob Corker in the Senate race in Tennessee. It’s well
worth a read.
Congress’s Biggest Opponent of Net Neutrality Is Getting Destroyed in Midterm
Election Polls – Marsha Blackburn is trying to jump from the House to the
Senate—and is losing by 10 points to a Democrat in Tennessee, a state Donald
Trump won by 26 points.
I thought I would contribute to the understanding of “on the ground” economic details
of why Blackburn is in political trouble. Given the facts, it’s likely to get much worse
after the August primary when Blackburn has to face off against former Tennessee
Governor and Nashville Mayor Phil Bredesen.
Bode refers in his piece to pressure on the Republicans to persuade Corker not to
retire. The Republican Senate majority is holding on right now by one seat – making
a Blackburn loss particularly painful for the Republican Party and administration.
Unfortunately, this is a loss that will be well deserved. I say unfortunately as
Blackburn first went to Washington as a friend to small business who voted against
the bailouts twice. If you look at the quality of my telecommunication services and the
costs, you will understand why I say that Blackburn is no longer a friend to small
business.
Continue Reading Here

Recommendation to Our
Subscribers on Your E-mail
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Provider
Please Change Your E-mail Provider: AT&T
This commentary is written for our subscribers who use AT&T for their Internet
service, including e-mail and web browsing. This includes both att.net as well as
domains assumed in the process of acquisition or mergers, including: sbcglobal.net,
bellsouth.net, swbell.net, pacbell.net, prodigy.net, flash.net, snet.net.
We recommend that you change the Internet service and e-mail you use to receive
mailings from or browse the Solari Report – and indeed, all independent media – to a
domain not controlled or owned by AT&T, and preferably to a domain not owned and
controlled by any other large private telecommunications corporation or social media
providers.
We have provided some suggestions for potential e-mail providers here.

The History and Organization of the Federal Reserve:
The What and Why of the United States' Most Powerful
Banking Organization
“Whoever controls the volume of money in any country is absolute master of all
industry and commerce.” -James A. Garfield, 20th President of the United States
PREFACE by Catherine Austin Fitts
The Solari Report is pleased to present the next Special Solari Report in our federal
financial series – a summary overview of the legal history and organization of the
Federal Reserve by Michele Ferri and Jonathan Lurie.
The NY Fed and its member banks serve as the depository for the US government. If
$21 Trillion is missing from US accounts, no doubt some of it went missing through
those bank accounts. This makes the push for a Congressional audit of the Federal
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Reserve particularly timely.
If the US government has systematically refused to obey the laws related to financial
management, the Federal Reserve and its banks and their members as depositories
or as primary dealers in Treasury securities have continued to effect the transactions
that made these illegalities possible. The question is why? Why is the Fed financing
transactions that are either outside the law or financing an operation whose finances
are outside of the law?
Given that the Federal Reserve banks are private and their specifics of their
ownership is secret, the potential conflicts are profound. The proof is in the pudding –
the centralization of wealth in America over the last three decades has been very
significant. Unfortunately, it correlates with bailouts and trillions in missing money
rather than markets and meritocracy. America was just dropped from the top 10 most
innovative countries.
To understand, let alone answer, these questions it is essential to know the legal
history and organization of the Federal Reserve. If the federal government is
operating this far outside the law, it is hard to imagine how the Federal Reserve as its
bank and securities dealer could be operating within the law. Enforcing the federal
financial laws may require enforcement actions against the Federal Reserve or
fundamental reform to the Federal Reserve authorities and structure.
We do not need to change the Constitution – we need to enforce it. However, to
enforce the Constitution, we may need to change the fundamental structure of how
we govern and manage our money to ensure that it complies with and supports our
Constitution.
Ferri and Lurie have done a remarkable job of distilling the information to an
accessible form. Here it is.

Highlights from Last Week - 1st Quarter 2018 Wrap Up,
News Trends & Stories, Part I with Dr. Joseph Farrell
This coming week we will begin our publication of the 1st Quarter 2018 Wrap Up. The
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Wrap Up audios will be published on Thursday by 6pm ET.
For the first two weeks of April, Dr. Joseph P. Farrell will join me to discuss News
Trends & Stories. In Part I, we look at the 10 top stories of 1st Quarter 2018 in
Economy & Financial Markets. Please make sure you listen to Story #1. It describes
recent developments that pose significant risks to us all and underscore the
importance of enforcing the Constitution and the federal financial laws.
1. Marketing the “Rape of Russia” to North America
2. Rising Interest Rates & Stocks Wild Ride
3. The Squeeze: Large Military Budgets, Treasury Borrowing & Inflation Spook the
Markets
4. US Tax Reform & Capital Repatriation
5. The Evolution of Currency: Cash Control, Petro-Yuan, Central Bank Blockchain &
Cryptos
6. Trade Wars
7. Ziocon Flu, Swamp Wars & Purges
8. The Pension Fund “Crisis”
9. Putin & Xi Jinping – Here to Stay
10. The Eurocentric Struggle
As you listen, check out our web presentation for News Trends & Stories including
our complete trends list, our choices for top news videos of the year, our updated
report card for the Trump administration, and our description of each of the 10 top
stories. The link will be posted in subscriber links this coming Thursday when we post
the Wrap Up audios.
In the week following we will cover the 10 top stories in Culture, Science &
Technology and Space as well as discuss Go Local, UnAnswered Questions and
Inspiration.
As our discussion is lengthy, we will publish both full-length and chapter-length
versions so you can listen selectively if you prefer. These discussions explore recent
events to find the most important developments that will inform the months ahead.
In our third week I will cover equity markets and publish the Blockbuster Chartology
from Rambus for the first quarter, 2018.
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In the final week we will address our 1st Quarter Wrap Up theme: Who’s Who &
What’s Up in The Space Based Economy. Investment in space is clearly a long lived
trend with many aspects. We will look at the different activities, industry sectors and
provide updates on our lists of public and private enterprises.
See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A weekly 1-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The
Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial
climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.

Nothing in this Solari Update should be taken as individual investment advice. Anyone seeking investment advice for
his or her personal financial situation is advised to seek out a qualified advisor or advisors and provide as much
information as possible to the advisor in order that such advisor can take into account all relevant circumstances,
objectives, and risks before rendering an opinion as to the appropriate investment strategy.
© Solari, Inc. 2010-2015
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website.
Our mailing address is:
Solari, Inc.
P.O. Box 157
Hickory Valley, TN 38042
Add us to your address book

unsubscribe from this list
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